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V I S I O N A RY AWA R D W I N N E R S

With great appreciation and enduring respect, The 2021 Eye Cancer Foundation Visionary Award
goes to John and Myrna Daniels of Toronto, Canada and New York, USA.
The couple has demonstrated vast accomplishments in business and translated their success
to philanthropy. Their efforts in Toronto range from building the John H. Daniels Faculty of
Architecture, Landscape, and Design at the University of Toronto, a movie theater for children at
The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids), supporting the Ontario University Health Network Peter
Munk Cardiac Centre, Krembil Neuroscience Centre, and the Multi-Organ Transplant Program.
In New York City, they have supported Columbia Presbyterian Hospital with the establishment of
the John and Myrna Daniels Professorship of Cardiology and the Herbert Pardes Professorship
in Psychiatry. However, they didn't stop there. They also endowed the John and Myrna Daniels
Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory and built the auditorium in the Vivian and Seymour Milstein
Family Heart Center.
At The Eye Cancer Foundation, Myrna Daniels has served for decades as both a Trustee and
invaluable Board Member. John and Myrna have been instrumental in helping us accomplish
our mission of academic education, social support and research. One major example is their gift
supporting the internet technology program at Princess Margaret Cancer Centre in Toronto. That
infrastructure enabled The Eye Cancer Foundation's network of international centers to collect data
on the diagnosis and treatment of eye cancers used to answer clinical questions and improve
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patient care. In addition, their support has allowed The Eye Cancer Foundation to provide free
educational materials and trained eye cancer physicians for patients in countries that have no eye
cancer specialists. In those countries, most patients will die from their disease and The Eye Cancer
Foundation's support has saved both sight and lives. John and Myrna Daniels' philanthropy has
clearly reached around the world.
We at The Eye Cancer Foundation speak for the untold thousands of patients who have benefited
from the Daniels' generosity. We extend our deepest gratitude for their support and partnership. We
recognize the Daniels' benevolence, selflessness and kindness. They are truly visionary and thus
deserving of this award.
On behalf of myself, The Eye Cancer Foundation Board, our fellows, present and future patients,
thank you for all you have done!

Paul T. Finger, MD
CEO
The Eye Cancer Foundation
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ECF NEWS

LATEST NEWS
E C F S U P P O R T E D R E S E A R C H F E AT U R E D I N N E W YO R K E Y E
A N D E A R I N F I R M A R Y 2 0 0 Y E A R S C E L E B R AT I O N

The New York Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount Sinai is celebrating 200 years of providing innovative,
first-class care to patients with ocular diseases. At the core of the Infirmary’s Ocular Oncology
Service stands ECF Executive Director Paul T. Finger, MD, who doubles as the committee’s
founding director.
The Eye Cancer Foundation has supported much of the research conducted by Dr. Finger in
pioneering new methods of treating eye cancers. Since the service began at NYEE in 1989,
several new treatment modalities have been adapted: the use of topical chemotherapy in treating
conjunctival melanoma and primary acquired melanosis; Finger-Slotted eye plaques to improve
local control in treating choroidal melanoma; anti-VEGF therapy in treating intraocular melanoma to
lessen radiation damage; and much more.
The support of The Eye Cancer Foundation and the work of the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary has
reshaped the face of eye cancer care around the world. The ECF looks forward to continuing its
work of supporting research efforts with the end goal of improving patient care.
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T H E E Y E C A N C E R F O U N D AT I O N
J O I N S YO U T U B E

WA N T TO S TAY U P TO
D AT E O N E C F N E W S ?

The Eye Cancer Foundation strives to support
research that advances eye cancer care on
a global scale. In addition to funding studies,
The ECF has created a YouTube channel where
lectures created by Executive Director Paul T.
Finger, MD are shared. The research presented
in each series is sponsored by The Eye
Cancer Foundation.

M E E T T H E F E L LO W S
Alongside the development of our YouTube
channel, The ECF has created a new interview
series, "Meet the Fellows." Through the series,
Development Director Henry Ackermann sits
down with former ECF fellows to learn about
their transformative programs and thus the
impact they've had on their local communities.
Your donations have made a sizeable
difference in the lives of these fellows and the
communities where they're saving both sight
and life. The series can be found on The ECF's
YouTube Channel.

Follow the foundation on
Facebook (The Eye Cancer
Foundation Page), Instagram
(@eyecancerfoundation) and
Twitter (@eyecancernetwrk).

A R E YO U A N E Y E
C A N C E R PAT I E N T ?
The ECF hosts two patient
support groups on Facebook:
the Retinoblastoma Forum, and
the Ocular Melanoma & Eye
Cancer Patients Forum.
Our online forums provide
eye cancer patients and their
families a space to share their
stories, struggles and victories
with those embarking on
similiar journeys.

S U M M E R I S C O M I N G , S TAY P R OT E C T E D
This May we brought awareness to melanomas of the eye
across ECF social media pages for Melanoma Awareness
Month. While most people think of melanoma as a form of
skin cancer, it can also start inside the eye. As the summer
approaches and time outside increases, The Eye Cancer
Foundation would like to remind you, “Think of Sunglasses as
Sunblock for Your Eyes™”
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E C F R E S E A R C H A N D F E L LO W S

RESEARCH
E C F S E R V E S A S C O - S P O N S O R F O R T H E S T U DY O F O P H T H A L M I C
R A D I AT I O N T H E R A P Y TO X I C I T Y
In addition to funding research, The Eye
Cancer Foundation provides doctors around
the world with the invaluable experience of
eye cancer education through our fellowship
program. As COVID-19 continues to reshape
the way we live in 2021, however, in-person
fellowships remain on pause.

Essential to our mission is supporting research
that will advance eye cancer care. We are
proud to serve as a sponsor for the Study
of Ophthalmic Radiation Therapy Toxicity
(SORTT) alongside the John and Myrna
Daniels Charitable Trust at Princess Margaret
Cancer Centre (Toronto, Canada). SORTT is
a multicenter, international study working with
eye cancer specialists from Canada, Colombia,
France, Germany, Jordan, Russia and the United
States, with additional centers currently enrolling
around the world. Visit sortt.net to learn more or
eyecancercure.com/donate to support.
Through SORTT, eye cancer centers across the
world are working together to accomplish a
two-fold goal: to support the creation of a
grading system for ophthalmic radiation side
effects, and to accumulate evidence about
risks associated with current ophthalmic
radiation modalities.
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We have worked to meet the challenge
by brainstorming new ways to provide
fellowship education through the internet.
We started the first comprehensive, online
eye cancer physicians certification course
in retinoblastoma — the International
Retinoblastoma Certification Course (IRBCC).
This way, ophthalmologists around the
world may still equip themselves with the
tools needed to treat retinoblastoma despite
geographical limitations.

FELLOWS
E Y E S AV E D F R O M E N U C L E AT I O N
THROUGH EYE CANCER
NETWORK
It comes as no question eye cancer care
is not readily available in all corners of the
world, hence the work and mission of The Eye
Cancer Foundation. This is especially true
of countries in the Middle East, where more
aggressive forms of treatment may be the
only option for otherwise treatable cases.

(Left) Eye prior to treatment. (Right) Eye after treatment.

in Iraq still needed improvement. Utilizing a
Retinoblastoma Fellowship Grant from The
Eye Cancer Foundation, Dr. Yousef has
been working to host and teach an Iraqi
ophthalmologist in Jordan. This doctor will
train under him and thus take Dr. Yousef’s
knowledge back to an unserved country, Iraq.
While war and the COVID-19 pandemic have
delayed Dr. Yousef’s ability to train any fellow
or doctor in-person, he has spent the past two
years virtually helping treat patients throughout
the Middle East and in Pakistan.

I n 2014, this became the reality of a two-year-

old girl living in Iraq. Due to retinoblastoma,
doctors were forced to remove the toddler's left
eye. Then, as retinoblastoma was found in her
right remaining eye, her parents were told it too
had to be removed. The girl's father, however,
refused to allow for a second devastating and
life-altering procedure that would leave his
daughter without sight.
In search of an alternative, he reached out to
ECF Executive Director Paul T. Finger, MD.
This father and daughter were put in contact
with former ECF fellow Yacoub Yousef, MD, an
ophthalmic oncologist at King Hussein Cancer
Center in Amman, Jordan. There, his daughter
could have subspecialty eye cancer care and
be watched in Iraq afterwards. Throughout the
next year, Dr. Yousef used his skills to save the
eye, destroying the cancer with a combination
of systemic chemotherapy and subsequent
focal laser photocoagulation of the tumors.

Let us paraphrase an old saying, “treat a child
from Iraq and you cure a patient, teach an
Iraqi ophthalmologist how to treat children with
retinoblastoma and you will cure thousands for
a lifetime.” This case, amongst many others,
demonstrates the importance of international
collaboration and education in eye cancer
treatment. While many countries lack the
resources necessary to treat eye cancer, our
network of doctors has been able to provide
assistance via telemedicine and trained fellows
to help patients such as this one.

Thanks to Dr. Yousef 's
skills, her tumors are
controlled and her vision,
in an eye that was to be
removed, is now 20/20.

This case goes to show how your investment
in fellowship education personally touched a
family and, in turn, has allowed a nine-yearold daughter to now see her father. The Eye
Cancer Foundation is committed to continuing
this support.

The story does not stop here. While the child's
life and vision were saved, treatment offerings
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E C F I N I T I AT I V E S

FOUNDATION
FIRSTS

T H E E Y E C A N C E R F O U N D AT I O N C E L E B R AT E S VA L E N T I N E ' S D AY
This Valentine’s Day, we asked our community of donors, patients and former fellows to share why
they love The Eye Cancer Foundation. Each participant was to print an ECF valentine they could
hold up to their eye to complete the phrase, “I love The ECF" and post alongside a personalized
caption. The fully digital campaign was a first for the foundation and generated many small gifts. A
mountain of pennies can save a life!

THE ECF HOSTS ITS FIRST VIRTUAL LUNCHEON
At the core of The Eye Cancer Foundation's mission is the offering of patient support services.
Each year, the foundation hosts an annual luncheon where patients, old and new, can greet
one another and share their individual journeys. In order to cope with the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, the foundation held its first virtual luncheon. Albeit over Zoom, patients remained able
to meet and share their experiences with one another.
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WAYS TO G I V E

WAYS TO GIVE
L E A R N H O W YO U C A N H E L P S AV E S I G H T A N D L I F E
AROUND THE WORLD
Did you know there are many ways to give to The Eye Cancer Foundation besides
cash? While any monetary gift is gratefully accepted, here is a partial list of other
ways you can help. For additional information, contact Development Director Henry
Ackermann at contactus@eyecancercure.com or (212) 832-8170.

V O LU N T E E R S E R V I C E S
such as legal, financial, computer or other assistance

TA N G I B L E P E R S O N A L P R O P E RT Y
such as art, jewelry or others with appraised value

PLANNED GIFTS
such as charitable remainder trusts, retirement plan
beneficiary designations, donor advised funds and
IRA charitable rollovers

M ATC H I N G G I F T S
such as an employer or other giving in donor's name

P U B L I C LY T R A D E D & C LO S E LY H E L D S E C U R I T I E S

R E A L E S TAT E

AMAZONSMILE

FA C E B O O K B I RT H D AY C A M PA I G N S

PLEDGES
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PAT I E N T S P OT L I G H T

CAROLE GARBER
FRIEDMAN
"If I were to lose my sight,
what would I remember?"
These are the words designer and stylist
Carole Garber Friedman asked herself as
she laid on an MRI table in 2018. But long
before Carole learned she had eye cancer,
she was a bustling figure in the fashion
world, having worked in haute couture and
designed handbags for Henri Bendel. Above
all else, Carole had lived her whole life with
perfect vision, seeing the world through her
creative eye with flying colors. This changed
when a bee stung her eye, sending her
to an eye care specialist who diagnosed
glaucoma.

@yellowgarb on Instagram

Upon a routine visit in 2016, Carole's eye
doctor noticed something different in her
right eye. She had a "beauty spot" that would
be monitored every four months by a retina
specialist. The news was received almost
comically amongst Carole and her social
circle — "this would happen to Carole," she
recounted while laughing.
Two years later, Carole found herself in her
element about to do a trunk show amidst
New York Fashion Week. It was there,
however, that she took a devastating fall that
would leave her with numerous fractures.
While completely bedridden, Carole
remembered her retina appointment was
approaching. Despite her unwavering desire
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a second a week later to remove the radioactive
plaque. While it was an adjustment waiting for
the swelling to go down after the surgery, with
her upper eyelid still falling a little lower than the
other, Carole is grateful for the life and vision
saving treatment she received.

to reschedule, Carole's husband wheeled her to
the appointment, and much to her dismay, the
"beauty spot" had changed.
Carole's retina specialist wasted no time and
sent her to The New York Eye Cancer Center
the following day. However, Carole did not
know, and did not want to know, that's where
she was headed. As she and her husband
approached the doctor's office, she made
the conscious decision to look away from
the title posted on the door. Carole was in
excruciating physical pain from her fall and
was hesitant to learn how this new development
would contribute. After a complete ophthalmic
examination, she found herself in a conference
room alongside her husband and across from
the doctor. He proceeded to say, "Carole,
you have eye cancer; a malignant choroidal
melanoma."

"The truth of the matter is, I
look at my eye every day and
think of [the doctor] because
no one would really notice
that it's different. I look at
that and say 'lucky lady...
lucky, lucky lady.'"
For the past three years, Carole has been able
to maintain her vision. She has now chosen to
direct her creative energy to the worthwhile
cause of The Eye Cancer Foundation. When
it was time to leave the hospital following her
second surgery, she witnessed a child who had
to lose their eye to cancer.

And so, Carole's eye cancer journey began.
The next day, she was to have a total body scan
to ensure there was no cancer elsewhere in the
body. In this moment, her diagnosis stared
her down:

"Seeing the child with a black
eye patch, I said, 'I don't ever
want children to have black
eye patches and we're going to
do something. This was meant
to happen to me, I've got to be
the voice.'"

"I laid in the scanner,
uncomfortable due to my
injuries and unable to move.
I started to memorize all of
these incredible things —
colors, butterflies, everything
in the world. I thought of my
mother, my father, the kids,
my husband and how he sees
the world through design, just
everyone. It forced me to see
how beautiful life is and how
great memory is."

With that image firmly ingrained in Carole's
memory and after embarking on her own eye
cancer journey, she plans to unveil a project
to help raise money for The Eye Cancer
Foundation and its worldwide outreach. She is
eager to help the cause so that, in her words,
"we can have doctors in every corner of the
world to do this marvelous, life-saving surgery."

Within a week of meeting her eye cancer
specialist, Carole had her first eye cancer
surgery. He used plaque therapy, meaning
she had one surgery to insert the radiation and

Personal Note from Carole: "I shall be grateful to
Dr. Paul Finger every day of my life."
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LETTER FROM DR. FINGER

Dear Friends,
There appears to be light at the end of the tunnel. Most of the patients have been vaccinated.
The United States, once the worst hit country, is now emerging and an island of relative safety.We
must turn our attention to the rest of the world, to help them and prevent worsening viral variants
from coming back to us.
During COVID, The Eye Cancer Foundation continued to innovate. Stopped from supporting
“in-person” eye cancer fellowships, we pivoted to support online teaching. Our fellow, and now
top ophthalmic oncologist, Yacoub Yousef, MD, is leading our ECF-sponsored effort called the
IRBCC or International Retinoblastoma Certification Course. This first of its kind, 16-hour course
is being created by a hand-picked group of international eye cancer specialists. It will teach the
basics of retinoblastoma care and provide a certificate of completion. We will use this course
to both find and prepare future retinoblastoma specialists from underserved and unserved
countries. This is the first, but will not be the last such course sponsored by the ECF! With your
help, we plan to create educational modules for all the major types of eye cancers (e.g. choroidal
melanoma, ocular adnexal lymphoma and eyelid cancers) and make them all OPEN ACCESS to
eye specialists around the world.
In this Visionary, you can read about all our current initiatives. Marvel in the imagination of our
board in support of programs that can move ophthalmic oncology forward despite this devastating
COVID-19 pandemic.
The Eye Cancer Foundation is in need of your support to keep our current and future programs
going. With your help, we will work tirelessly to teach best practices and to gather significant data
to answer problems for rare eye cancers. Thus, to help create systems needed to improve
patient care.
Please consider making a new donation. The amount is less important than the act of supporting
The Eye Cancer Foundation. If all of our friends and benefactors would make a new contribution
now, we can be more assured that our current efforts will continue. If you ask your friends to
donate, then we can expand our work. Please join us in the fight to save both sight and life.
Warmest regards,

Paul T. Finger, MD

MAILING ADDRESS
T h e Ey e C a n c e r Fo u n d a t i o n , 1 1 5 E 6 1 s t St , S u i t e 5 B , N e w Yo r k , N Y 1 0 0 6 5 U S A
c o n t a c t u s @ e y e c a n c e rc u re . c o m , ( 2 1 2 ) 8 3 2 - 8 1 7 0

